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Selection of Equipment for the 2008 Olympic Regatta  

A submission from the International Yngling Class 

PROPOSAL: 
That the equipment for the Men’s Keel Boat Event be the Yngling, to be sailed by a 
crew of either two or three persons (as allowed for in the Class Rules, see Yngling 
Class Rule C.2.1). 

CURRENT POSITION: 
The Star was selected for the Olympic regatta 2004.  

REASON: 
The Yngling is an ISAF International Class since 1979. 
The International Yngling Class has maintained a high racing standard since its birth in 
the late -60s.  The Class Association is now represented in 12 countries in three 
continents.  The Class Association is strong. 
The Yngling is now Olympic Ready due to the investment of time and energy by the 
ISAF, the Class Association, and the Builders.  There are six highly reputed, competitive 
Yngling Builders in three continents.  The cost for a new Yngling is moderate and 
thereby allows more access to the sport of sailing. 
The Class Rules are in top condition, being gradually improved over the years, and 
converted in 2002 to the ISAF standard rules using ERS definitions. 
The Yngling has been extensively sailed by the best women sailors around the world 
from some 20 countries during the last 3-4 years and proved itself to be an excellent 
racing boat at this high level. 
The Yngling is well suited for a crew of either two or three moderate size men.  A weight 
limit somewhere between 140 – 180 kg for a 2 men crew and 210 – 270 kg for a 3 men 
crew (mean weight between 70 - 90 kg per person) is possible.  A well-chosen weight 
limit would provide possibilities for countries with comparatively low male mean weight. 
The Yngling offers enjoyable sailing under all weather conditions on lakes and 
seawaters. 
The Yngling is ergonomically designed, easy to trim and very tactical. 
The Yngling is unsinkable and floats level with the crew in the cockpit area. 
The Yngling is strongly built and lasts for many years, resulting in low cost per sailed 
hour. 
The Yngling weight is 645 kg, which allows for easy towing by a family car. 
The 4 years up to the 2008 Olympic Games will become a success for all, the ISAF, the 
Class, the Builders, sailors, coaches, clubs and regatta organizers, who have just 
become aware that Women as well as Men can compete at an extremely high level in 



  

all conditions in the Yngling keel boat.  Selecting the Yngling for the men also, will give 
a better return on investment and make the Olympic Circuit Regattas more interesting 
and easier to run. 


